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A REVIEW

Pragmatic Patriot
DOROTHY1WOHIG

The Papers ofRobert Morris, Volume 9: January I-October 30, 1784.
Elizabeth M. Nuxoll and Mary A. Gallagher, eds.; Nelson S.
Dearmont, associate editor; Kathleen H. Mullen, assistant editor;
Clarence L. Ver Steeg, editorial advisor; E. James Ferguson, editor
emeritus. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1999. lxii +
1,026 pp. $90.00 (cloth), ISBN 08229-4055-8.

en the staff of the Papers of Robert

~Morris opened their offices at Queens

College in the late 1960s, Robert Morris was
perhaps the most obscure of the Founding Era's major
players. His contributions to the new republic merited a
few lines, if that, in the monographs dealing with the
period. While most aspects of the American Revolution
have been examined in sometimes excruciating detail, the
question of how a new nation, lacking resources and
credit, was to finance a war-perhaps its central problem-remained for many years virtually unexplored. Not
until E. James Ferguson, the project's first editor, published his seminal study The Power o/the Purse had any historian tackled seriously the morass of original sources that
would unravel the complex financial affairs of the
republic's early years. Ferguson's study presented for the
first time an adequate examination of the complexity of
the Revolution's finance and its aftermath. That Morris
has been rescued from obscurity is due almost entirely to
this superb edition of his papers.
By 1780, the Revolution was being financed principally by wide-sweeping confiscations by the state, local,
and military establishments and by currency finance, a
legacy of the colonial wars. During the colonial years paper
money had been accepted not only by the people at large
~ut, less enthusiastically but still willingly, by the properned classes. The colonial government's usually responsible
handling of the emission of paper {with a few exceptions}
had generally inspired confidence. Wartime currency finance during the French and Indian War had not resulted
Dorothy Twohig served for ten years as an editor on the Papers of
Alexander Hamilton at Columbia University and as associate editor,
co-editor, and editor-in-chief of the Papers of George Washington at
theUniversity of Virginia until her retirement in 1998.

in depreciation, partly because the economy was fueled
by a massive infusion of British expenditures and subsidies.
The scenario in 1780 was far different. Congress
ended emissions of paper money in late 1779, a step
a~proved ~y the creditor classes but which left Congress
VIrtually WIthout means of raising funding. The deepening military crisis in 1779-1780 gave impetus to the criticism of merchants that the financial policies of Congress
were both oppressive and arbitrary.
By 1780 the movement to strengthen Congress's
powers to regulate the economic scene had become intertwined with the burgeoning Nationalist movement. The
Nationalist movement became an umbrella for such diverse groups as merchants and businessmen, public creditors who anticipated that economic and political reform
would enable them to collect from the currently insolvent
Congress, political conservatives who feared state governments were moving toward "popular" control, and
military officers who blamed a weak Congress for the
deplorable state of the army in 1779-1780. While the
motives and goals of these groups often diverged, they
were pulled together by 1781 into an alliance to deal with
the deepening crisis in national affairs. In a temporary spirit
of accord, these groups pushed for reform of the existing system of congressional committees and boards by
reorganizing the administration of Congress into individual
departments under single executives responsible to Congress as a whole. The head of the new Office of Finance
w~ designated as the superintendent of finance and given
WIde powers to control virtually all aspects of
Congress's-and the country's-fiscal affairs.
Robert Morris was the logical choice to head the new
finance department. He brought to his appointment as
superintendent of finance a wealth of experience as probably the country's leading merchant and entrepreneur. Born
in Liverpool in 1734/35, Morris came to America as a
youth and began his business career as an apprentice in
the Philadelphia mercantile firm of Willing & Company.
By 1756 he was a partner in the firm, developing the network of trading correspondents worldwide that was to
stand him in good stead during his public career. When
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time to time, but the editors of the Morris Papers faced
the quarrel with Britain erupted in 1765, he was associated with the merchants throughout the colonies who
unique problems from the beginning. Anyone who has
opposed the Stamp Act and joined together in non-imworked in the financial records of the Revolutionary and
portation societies to protest British mercantile and popost-Revolutionary years-among the thousands of scatlitical policies. In 1775 he was elected as a delegate from
tered pages of manuscript, unidentified, misidentified, and
undated, in the Papers of the Continental Congress and
Pennsylvania to the Continental Congress and, after some
other Treasury Records at the National Archives and elseinitial hesitation, signed the Declaration ofIndependence
where--can only marvel at the remarkable achievement
in August 1776. During his years in Congress (he served
of the Morris Papers in bringing this material to publicauntil 1778) , he distinguished himself in service on the Setion.
cret Committee of
Accurate tranTrade, the Committee
scriptions, sensible seof Secret Corresponlection, and adequate
dence, and the Marine
annotation are exCommittee. In March
pected in any modern
1778, he signed the
editorial project, and
Articles of Confedin these fields the Moreration.
At the same time,
ris Papers have more
than fulfilled their obduring the war years
ligation. But in the anhe managed to hold
notation the project
together his far-flung
has made an often
financial empire, and
underapprecia ted
by the end of the
contribution to the lit1780s he was one of
erature of the period.
the richest men in the
Even the most unascountry.
While
Morris's qualifications
suming footnote has
often entailed hours of
for his new post were
sifting through arcane
unquestionable and
records to illuminate
the vote for his apan obscure business
pointment was unanimous, it was not
matter or an unfulwithout criticism both
filled army contract.
in and out of ConThe depth of the angress. During his sernotation has only improved with each
vice in Congress there
had been questions
volume, and Volume
concerning his integ9, the Morris Papers'
rity in mixing public
concluding volume
responsibilities and
which deals with the
private enterprises, Robert Morris. Portrait by Charles Willson Peale, ca. 1782. Courtesy of
closing year
of
and these were to con- Independence National Historic Park, Philadelphia.
Morris's service as sutinue throughout his public career.
Morris's tenure as superintendent left behind a rich
legacy of papers dealing with the Office of Finance. At
its core were the official diary Morris kept as head of the
finance office, seven official letter books of the agency,
and his letters to Congress as superintendent of finance
and agent of Marine.
All projects work with difficult documents from
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perintendent, continues the project's high standards.
The preceding eight volumes covered Morris's career
as the country's "Financier"-in fact the actual prime
minister of the early Confederation-through his official
diaries, letter books, and ancillary correspondence. Morris went into office with an ambitious agenda, and the
earlier volumes amply chronicle his attempts to put his
plans into effect. Believing that few citizens are disinter-

ested patriots, Morris thought, as Hamilton did, that the
best way to attach them to the new government was
through self-interest. For this, public confidence in the
government, especially in its fiscal aspects, was essential,
and retiring the Revolutionary War debt and establishing
a sound fiscal policy carried out by a strong national government would be among the best ways to secure it. In
1782 he submitted a funding proposal to Congress that
undoubtedly influenced Hamilton's plans nearly a decade
later. He organized the Bank of North America in 1782
and attempted to retire federal and state paper money as
rapidly as possible. He even proposed the assumption of
state debts.
The current volume of the Morris Papers presents
the culmination of Morris's pursuit of his innovative
agenda to reorganize the administrative apparatus of the
financial system and the fiscal policies that were to influence so greatly the financial structure of the new nation.
At the time of Morris's resignation as superintendent in
November 1784, many of his ambitious plans were still
unfulfilled, but they were to provide a blueprint for the
future.
After Yorktown the war was largely at a standstill, and
in the absence of a crisis the fragile alliance that had allowed Morris considerable leeway disintegrated. It was
evident that distaste among many congressional delegates
for Morris's association with Nationalist groups was
coupled with a perennial suspicion of a strong Treasury.
Morris himself had never accepted the view that there was
a conflict between private and public interests; he saw no
reason not to use his own ships and his own commercial
contacts for public business. His was not an opinion
shared by many in Congress. There were always delegates
who felt that Morris was out of control, and the abiding
suspicion of his intermingling of public and private business affairs had never disappeared. In 1783-1784 Congress imposed strict controls regulating conflicts ofinterest
by public servants. Morris, who had informed Congress
before he took office of his inability to separate his private interests from those of Congress, stated his intention to resign by 1 May 1783 unless an increasingly feeble
Congress was able to enact a suitable funding plan. In the
end he agreed to remain until some of his outstanding
commitments-especially pay for the disbanding army
and certain foreign loans-were settled to his satisfaction.
Volume 9 continues the day-to-day administration of
the Office of Finance, and, as the editors note, documents
particularly the drift in Congress from centralization and
nationalism under Morris to "decentralization, parochialism, and individualism once peace arrived" (p. xxxi). Over

half of this enormous volume, which runs over a thousand pages, is devoted to appendices dealing with Morris's
resignation, documents related to American banking, accounts, and such matters as press commentary on the
chartering of a second bank. Among the matters continued in this volume from earlier ones are Morris's role in
obtaining foreign aid, the financing of military expenditures, particularly in the area of army contracts, his attempts to oppose foreign trade barriers, and his efforts
in settling the nation's public accounts. Other major subjects include the dealings between the Bank of North
America and the Office of Finance, and the demands on
the Office by Indian negotiations and frontier defense.
The editors faced yet another new challenge with this
volume. While Morris had never given up his private
business connections, now, in anticipation of his return to
private life, he began to reorganize his commercial empire. Throughout the first eight volumes the editors
printed and annotated documents from Morris's private
business when these affairs were connected with the business of the Finance Office. But during his last two years
in office Morris-and his editors-turned increasingly to
the unraveling of his private business affairs and his attempts to reconstruct his far-flung commercial network.
How much Morris's private and public affairs were
intertwined is well illustrated by the numerous documents
in volume 9 that deal with such matters as Morris's disastrous business connection with John Holker, a French
agent of marine. The fact that Morris described Holker
as "avaricious ... eager and greedy after wealth and has
pushed and grasped after it by so many pursuits and in
such Various Channells that he has gone beyond the length
of his Tether" (p. 415)-terms that some of his less
friendly colleagues might have applied to Morris himselfdid not keep him from becoming associated with Holker
in the voyage of the Empress of China, a private venture
also well described in detail in this volume. During his final
year in office Morris became increasingly involved in the
affairs of Willing, Morris & Swanwick of Philadelphia,
Tench Tilghman & Company of Baltimore, and Constable, Rucker & Company of New York.
Over the years, the Papers of Robert Morris has
become a kind of poster child for projects that prevail in
the face of major difficulties. The first volume listed two
financial supporters; volume 9 lists twenty-three. Always
underfunded in spite of excellent reviews and widespread
use of the volumes, the project has clearly found financial support increasingly difficult to acquire. How much
time and effort the editors had to divert from their editorial work to cobble together funding from twenty-three
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sponsors is best left to the imagination. In response to the
financial challenge, the editors have skillfully attempted to
keep the costs of publication down by calendaring some
documents, using reduced type for others, and relegating
some routine material to the microfilm supplement that
will appear after the publication of volume 9.
The mandate of the Papers of Robert Morris was
to carry Morris's career only through his tenure as superintendent of finance. Morris was not only the "Financier

Company, and the North American Land Company, and
in speculation in real estate in Washington, D.C. There is
still much to know about his tobacco contract with the
French Farmers General. His role as a supporter of the
new government as a senator from Pennsylvania merits
further examination. A documentary account of his sad
final years, four of which he spent in a debtors prison in
Philadelphia, would be of great interest.
In spite of a few attempts, no one has adequately dealt
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administration, 1785.

of the American Revolution," as he has often been called,
but the great American entrepreneur of the eighteenth
century. There was hardly a major business enterprise or
land speculation in the last half of the century in which
Morris had not inserted at least a finger and most often
an entire hand. He was eventually involved in the purchase
of land for the Holland Land Company, the Asylum
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with Robert Morris's business activities-and for good
reason. There is scarcely a local historical society in upstate New York without a bundle of Morris documents
dealing with some unidentified land deal or local improvement project. In Virginia and France there are papers
concerning his connections with the French Farmers
General. Papers chronicling his private shipping interests
are everywhere. In an era of more generous funding for
major projects, this talented editorial staff, with their en-

cyclopedic knowledge of Morris and his affairs, would be able to continue their pursuit of the financier into his private
realm. Enough of Morris's private involvements are contained in this last volume to whet one's appetite for such an
enterprise.

NHPRC Recommends Grants
At its November 1999 meeting, the National Historical Publications and Records Commission recommended
grants totaling more than $3 million for sixty-four projects. Of those, grants totaling up to $1.37 million were
recommended for Founding Era projects; $90,778 for publication subvention; $192,132 for bridge grants for
non-Founding Era projects; and $114,376 for the Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents and for archival and documentary editing fellowships. The Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony at Rutgers
was selected as the host project for the 2000-2001 Fellowship in Historical Documentary Editing
In addition, the Commission endorsed a project to produce an edition of the papers of Eleanor Roosevelt
at George Washington University. Larry J. Hackman, director of the Harty S Truman Presidential Library, was
presented the Commission's 1999 Distinguished Service Award.
The Founding Era projects that were recommended for grants were the Adams Papers (Massachusetts Historical Society); the Papers of Benjamin Franklin (Yale University); the Papers of Thomas Jefferson (Princeton
University); the Papers of James Madison (University of Virginia); the Papers of George Washington (University
of Virginia); the Documentary History of the First Federal Congress (George Washington University); the Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution (University of Wisconsin, Madison); and the Documentary
History of the Supreme Court (Supreme Court Historical Society).
Subvention awards were recommended for the Papers ofJames Madison (University Press of Virginia), the
Papers of George Washington (University Press of Virginia), the Documentary History of the Ratification of the
Constitution (State Historical Society ofWisconsin); the Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. (University of California
Press), the Papers of Robert A. Taft (Kent State University Press), the Papers of Ulysses S. Grant (Southern Illinois
University Press), the Papers of Nathanael Greene (University of North Carolina Press), and John Franklin Jameson
(University of Georgia Press).
Bridge grants, designed to avert breaks in funding that would otherwise have resulted from the change in the
meeting date at which non-Founding Era projects are considered, were recommended for the following projects:
the Papers of General Nathanael Greene (Rhode Island Historical Society); the Papers of Andrew Jackson (University of Tennessee); the Papers of John Marshall (Institute of Early American Culture); the Papers of Ulysses S.
Grant (Ulysses S. Grant Association); the Journals of don Diego de Vargas (University of New Mexico); the Charles
Carroll of Carrollton Family Papers (College of William and Mary); the Papers of George Cadett Marshall (George
C. Marshall Foundation); the Papers of Dwight David Eisenhower Uohns Hopkins University); the Marcus Garvey
and UNIA Papers (University of California); the Papers of Emma Goldman (University of California); the Papers of Henry Laurens (University of South Carolina); the Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted (American University); the Letters of Lucretia Coffin Mott (Pomona College); Race, Slavery, and Free Blacks (University of North
Carolina at Greensboro); and the Papers of the War Department (East Stroudsburg University).
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Annotation Control and Computers:
A Case Study of the Salmon P. Chase Papers
Project
LEIGH JOHNSEN

C

tion. Still, this article has been written with hope that it
omputers have become permanent features
will nurture fresh approaches to annotation control and
on editing projects. Gone is much of their
novelty, as well as major debates over their
encourage innovative applications of off-the-shelf software for other common, often time-consuming tasks that
value and appropriateness. Instead, current evidence suggests widespread acceptance of digital technology for a
editors face daily.
variety of major functions, from transcription and typeWork on the letterpress edition of the Chase Papers,
a project focused on
setting to document conAbraham Lincoln's first
trol and indexing. Thanks
treasury secretary and, later,
to the World Wide Web,
chief justice of the u.S. Sucomputers also apparently
preme Court, started in the
hold promise of changing
spring of1988. During the
the very nature of docuprevious four years the
mentary editing, perhaps in
project had assembled and
ways that can only be imagorganized more than
ined at present.
twenty-eight thousand
Despite these developments, however, editors
documents and published a
selective microfilm edition.
have tended to overlook
Plans for the second stage
the potential of computers
to control annotation recalled for letterpress publication of Chase's journals
search. Indeed, current eviand selected correspondence suggests that they
dence.! In 1988, the project
have largely neglected the
issues of annotation control
had three professionals on
staff: an editor in chief,
altogether. The following
essay discusses the rationale
who worked on the papers
and nuts-and-bolts applicapart-time and drew a salary
from the host institution,
tion of a computerized sysand an associate and an astem that the Salmon P.
sistant editor, both full-timChase Papers project used
ers, supported respectively
to accomplish that task for
by the National Historical
more than a decade. Each
Publications and Records
project faces unique cir- Figure 1. Chase papers' annotation procedures
Commission and a private
cumstances, and the system
discussed in this essay will not be suitable in every situafoundation. Also employed was a handful of part-time
graduate students, temporarily undetwritten by an advance
on
publication royalties.
LEIGH JOHNSEN is a member of the ADE's Technology Committee.
From 1988 to 1998, he successively held positions as associate ediWith time, the project also received support from the
tor, senior associate editor, and director of the Salmon P. Chase
National Endowment for the Humanities. Yet, like many
Papers project.
small- to medium-size projects, the Chase Papers had no
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guaranteed income and was forced to rely on yearly or
biennial grants whose levels and existence could not be
foreseen. As a result, several major managerial difficulties arose. One was uncertainty over the number of professionals affordable each year. At best, the project could
expect to support three; at worst, the part-time editor in
chief. Thus, members of the staff could expect to lose
trained professional colleagues on occasion-along with
major segments of institutional memory-and sometimes
to divert energies to educate replacements. Another uncertainty was related to the number and quality of student assistants. In flush years, the project could afford
higher wages and attract larger numbers of bright, wellmotivated students. In lean years, it could expect to settle
for less-or nothing at all.
To meet crucial deadlines the project needed to minimize distractions faced by professionals on staff-whatever their number-and make the most of whatever time
these editors devoted to productive activities. One way
to do this was to avoid wasteful duplication of effort,
particularly with time-consuming annotation research
whose volume and complexity ended up exceeding the
editor's darkest expectations. In the first volume alone
the editors eventually identified more than 7,950 separate
names and terms that called for some kind of research
andlor explanation, and each of the remaining four volumes contained anywhere from 3,800 to 4,800 items.
These included a staggering array of personal names,
places, terms, textual peculiarities, and quotations-each
of which might have appeared in complete or abbreviated form, or in the form of pronouns.
If the project could identify such names and terms,
create a tool that afforded access to ongoing and completed research, and make that finding aid accessible to
all members of the staff, it could hope to manage these
data and avoid dealing with issues that had already been
resolved. Hence, the desire to control annotation. Likewise, if the amount of time that professionals spent on
clerical tasks was minimized, they could focus on matters
of editorial substance. As a result, the editors delegated
chores as much as possible, reserving unskilled responsibilities for inexperienced and inexpensive student assistants,
except occasionally for those with more experience, aptitudes, or skills.
Computers fit neatly into this strategy. From the
outset, founders of the project intended to use off-theshelf software for word processing, text encoding, and
such data management tasks as document control. Computerization of annotation control with software already
in hand required no new major investments in time, train-

ing, or money, and offered the added bonus of rapid
access in a variety of forms. In addition, it created a
compact segment of crucial institutional memory that
could be shared with the entire staff-present and future-regardless of attrition. Thus, training of future
personnel would be simplified and shortened, efficiency
enhanced, and productivity augmented. Meanwhile, the
project could shift the burden of data management to
inexpensive student assistants.
Implementation required little sophistication. In 1988,
the project owned two now-primitive platforms based
on MS DOS: an IBM 8088 and a generic 286. In neither
case did processor speed and hard drive capacity exceed
twelve megahertz and twenty megabytes, respectively.
Both computers were linked to an IBM Proprinter, a dot
matrix machine that generated continuous-feed output.
As for software, the project had already decided to use
Microsoft Word for transcription and text encoding and,
for data management, Microrim Rbase, a popular package that businesses commonly used at that time to store
such data as names, addresses, and telephone numbers,
and to generate output in various forms. Known for its
adaptability, Rbase came highly recommended by other
users at the Chase Papers' host institution, Claremont
Graduate University.
The system that emerged (Figure 1) was based on a
series of procedures that started at an advanced stage of
text preparation. After each segment of a volume received a second textual verification, the editors printed
that chronological sequence of documents for annotation
markup. An associate editor read each segment after its
printing, searching for names, terms, and concepts that

ANNOTATION FOR CHASE PAPERS

Temp. No.: 1616.00
Date: 1853 14 119
Keyword: Vaughan, John C
Letter to?
Letter from?
Biography?
Figure 2. Entry form for annotation database
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ANNOTATION FOR CHASE PAPERS-Volume 2
Note No.:
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Figure 3. Sample annotation sheet with research notes

required explanation-"keywords" in project vernacular-and underscored each. Afterward, he assigned each
a unique number that corresponded to its position in sequence, taking care to include two digits to the right of
the decimal. Thus, if necessary, members of the staff
could insert new documents into the sequence with numbers of their own-also ascending in increments of tenths
or hundredths-without changing the order of original
keywords or the numbers attached to them. At the Chase
Papers, these were called "temporary numbers," or
"tempnos," in contrast to "permanent numbers," which
eventually became final footnote numbers.
True to strategy, student assistants shouldered most
of the responsibility for entering raw data into the computer. Help came from an electronic form that appeared
on screen at the operator's request (Figure 2). For each
keyword, the computer prompted the operator to enter
a temporary number, the date of the journal entry or letter, and keyword. Other fields permitted operators to
tag letters written to or by Chase and identify keywords
that contained biographical material. At the end of each
36
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screen, the computer asked whether data entered to that
point should be stored and, if authorized, proceeded.
Then it refreshed the screen with a new form. Step-bystep, repeated entries constructed a collection of data that
could be sorted and displayed in a variety of useful ways.
The most basic output was a series of printed papers that served as original records for all annotation research. In Chase Papers parlance, these were called
"annotation sheets." Members of the staff created these
by sorting the collected database in numerical order, then
issuing commands that printed the contents in a specified
format. Next, the associate editor who supervised annotation research separated individual sheets, wrote brief
instructions on each, and rearranged the results in clusters
according to task. Simple research chores that required
photocopies of the Dictionary ofAmerican Biography, for
example, were turned over to student assistants, whereas
more complex problems went directly to professionals.
In all cases, project policy required a written record of
research on annotation sheets and the attachment of all
photocopied material related to that keyword (Figure 3).
Afterward, the same associate editor evaluated results and
either returned sheets to colleagues for more work or
organized the papers in numerical order.
Annotation sheets were more than simply records of
research, however. Note writing started at the next stage,
conducted by full-time professionals in accordance with
overall strategy. Availability of the completed annotation
sheets in sequence enabled the editors to deal with an array of edited documents during each writing session and
thus avoid unwanted repetition while ensuring consistency
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Figure 4. Segment of keyword listfor Chase Papers,
Volume 2, sorted alphabetically
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D
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Figure 5, Segment o/keyword list/or Chase Papers,
Volume 5, sorted by temporary number
with peculiar spellings and forms of citation, At a later
stage, the editor in chief or senior associate editor read
all annotation and, if necessary, made appropriate revisions-often based on readily accessible annotation
sheets-before the project submitted the completed
manuscript to the publisher. Eventually, student assistants
filed all processed annotation sheets for reference in a file
cabinet, which they organized in numerical sequence.
Another configuration that the database made possible was a comprehensive printout of contents, or "keyword list." One format, printed in alphabetical order,
enabled an associate editor to check for similar research
already finished while sorting through sheets and assigning tasks (Figure 4). Ifwarranted, he could point researchers toward completed annotation sheets already on file
or quash all further efforts by removing fresh sheets from
circulation. Pages treated in the latter manner, or "deleted" and marked "D" in the database, were then filed
permanently for future reference and the database updated to reflect any keyword revisions. In another format, the project sorted the keyword list numerically instead
of alphabetically as work on each volume neared completion. The result was a full enumeration that helped members of the staff identify pronouns and vague terms while
preparing the final index (Figure 5).
The usefulness of this system extended far beyond
its intended capacity to guard against repetition. One
unforeseen benefit was its ability to facilitate linkage of
data within and between volumes. In Volume 1, for instance, the name John Champion Vaughan appeared often, in either full or abbreviated form and in various

contexts that spanned seventeen years of Chase's life. The
editors wanted to ensure that each variant of Vaughan's
name-which appeared at times only in abbreviated versions-actually referred to John Champion Vaughan and
that the identification ultimately written for him included
enough information for readers to understand his full significance throughout Chase's career. Thanks to computerization, the editors could query the database for a list
of all specific passages that mentioned Vaughan (Figure
6), then critically evaluate each and write a single, brief
biography that covered all relevant contexts.
The system afforded similar help with characters identified in Chase's documents only by first name, surname,
or nickname. In a letter written in 1865, for example,
Chase mentioned someone named "Cassie." The passage lacked clues for further identification other than suggesting that Cassie apparently belonged to Chase's
household. Use of the printed keyword list did not help
because it listed individuals only by surname. Fortunately,
however, the Chase Papers' system enabled editors to
query the computer directly. A search for the name as a
string of such characters-regardless of its position in the
field-led the editors to Catherine ("Cassie") Vaudry, a
former slave who worked for Chase as a servant during
the 1860s. Members of the staff had already studied her
five years earlier and could refer to related research on
file before writing an updated identification (Figure 7)A more common problem, which the system could
also address, involved linkage of women, many of whom
married and changed last names several times over the
course of their lives. One such example was Sarah Anne
Worthington King Peter, who cropped up twice in Chase's
journals-1833 and 1857-under two different last
names: "Mrs. King" and "Mrs. Peter." The daughter of
an early nineteenth-century Ohio governor (Thomas
Worthington), Mrs. King Peter married one of Chase's
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1
1
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448.00
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1300.00
1325.00
1438.00
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1623.00
1724.00
1972.00
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Vaughan, John C
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Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C
Vaughan, John C

Year
1840
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6
6
3
7
7
8
4
4
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Figure 6. Printout o/search/or "Vaughan" in Volume 10/
Chase Papers annotation database
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9
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7
7
9
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14
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31
31
14

Figure 7. Printout ofsearch for "Cassie" in Volume 1 of
Chase Papers annotation database
law partners (Edward King) as a young lady and, after
his death, wed the British consul in Philadelphia (William
Peter). The editors needed to ensure that they did not
treat her as more than one person. Computerization enabled them to ask for a listing of the first names "Sarah
Ann," compare each relevant item in the resulting printout (Figure 8), link and contrast those that represented the
same women, and thus avoid needless or misleading repetition when writing annotation and compiling the index.
Perhaps the most promising feature of the Chase
Papers annotation system is the model it provides for
managing research data over vast distances. Currently,
three former Chase Papers staff members are exploiting
that potential as members of an independent project focused on selected correspondence between Chase and his
two daughters. One editor of this "daughters' project"
lives in New Jersey, whereas his two co-editors reside
across the North American continent five hundred miles
apart in northern and southern California. The database
that controls annotation for this project resides in New
Jersey. Obviously, problems of time and distance have
heightened the likelihood of wasted and duplicate efforts,
chaos, and diminished overall quality-pressing concerns
for the parent project, as well. It takes little imagination
to appreciate the benefits of a centralized system similar
to that of the Chase Papers that enables editors to coordinate efforts, allocate tasks, keep tabs on research, and
avoid many of the dangers that originally concerned
founders of the parent project.
In theory, integration of technology developed after
the beginning of the Chase Papers could probably generate other benefits. Consider the potential value of the
internet. If annotation databases like that of the daughters' project could be incorporated into the World Wide
Web, editors could enjoy many of the benefits of the
original Chase Papers' system at a communication speed
that would go far to remove barriers of time and distance. Conceivably; the benefits could increase even more
if the completed annotation sheets could be scanned into
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electronic format and also be made accessible over the
Web. Proximity would become less important, while resources-both human and material-could be drawn
into projects more effectively regardless of physical 10cation. On an administrative level, the resulting arrangement could encourage professional collaboration and
foster alliances among institutions willing to host editing
projects but eager to reduce their own proportion of
overall costs.
As for the original Chase Papers system, however, one
obvious question lingers: Was it all worthwhile? In terms
of costs and benefits, were the editors better off using
their system instead of a strategy more common in documentary editing that allocates specific documents and related tasks to individual editors without benefit of
keyword linkage? Unfortunately, a satisfactory answer
probably depends on a comparison of experiences at the
Chase Papers with those of traditionally configured
projects similar in vintage, size, and duration, and data for
that comparison are not known to exist. What can be obtained, however, are other data that lead to a related issue: Did the Chase Papers annotation system help the
editors deal successfully with major challenges that they
anticipated at the beginning of the project?
Consider the following evidence. Over its ten-year
history, the Chase Papers project hired and lost two assistant editors, saw one senior associate editor leave for
employment elsewhere, witnessed the death of the editor in chief, and near its end signed on an assistant and
associate editor, each of whom served only six months.
Meanwhile, fresh crews of untrained student assistantsmany of whom had no experience with historical research
and documentary editing-arrived at the beginning of each
academic year. Still, despite such turnover, the project

Continued on page 43
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Figure 8. Printout of search for "Sarah Ann" in Volume 1
of Chase Papers annotation database
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M

ax & Marjorie, the complete correspondence between America's best-known book
ditor and one of his best-known authors,
will please several groups of readers. For literary scholars, it is a useful addition to the earlier editions of Maxwell Perkins's correspondence. I Historians of publishing
will appreciate insights into book promotion, magazine
publication, and other business issues that are extensively
discussed. The many readers who have enjoyed The Yearling will have the opportunity to get to know its author.
Eminently readable, the edition should reach a large audience beyond academe. Its broad appeal presented the
editor, Rodger Tarr, with an enormous challenge, a challenge most evident in the annotation.
Tarr has compiled probably the most complete collection ofletters possible, drawing on the Scribners archive
at Princeton and the Rawlings collection at the University
of Florida. The volume includes 698 letters and telegrams
written between 1930 and 1947. Only a handful of letters appear to be missing or incomplete, and none are
superfluous. Tarr included only a few items that were not
strictly part of the Perkins-Rawlings correspondence: letters from Rawlings's first husband and Perkins's secretary
transmitting proof, a letter Perkins wrote to a friend of
Rawlings when Rawlings was about to enter the hospital,
the friend's response, and Charles Scribner's telegram to
Rawlings informing her of Perkins's death. All of these
belong in the volume. In only one other place might Tarr
have considered bending his rules a bit: There was a great
deal of confusion about whether the sale of British rights
to South Moon Under, the first Rawlings novel that Scribners
published, should have been negotiated by Scribners or

BETH LUEY, director of the Scholarly Publishing Program at Arizona
State University, is the author of Handbook for Academic Authors and
Editing Documents and Texts: AnAnnotated Bibliography.

by Rawlings's agent, Carl Brandt. The discussion was apparently triggered by a letter from Charles Scribner to
Rawlings. Including this letter, or summarizing it in a note,
might have clarified the issue. That is a minor matter, and
Tarr and the University of Florida Press should be commended for the completeness of the volume. Indeed,
faced with what must have been a very long manuscript,
the press nevertheless provided a generous and readable
page design.
Tarr's transcriptions appear to be accurate (photos of
several original letters are included), but two of his decisions may be questionable. He used sic to indicate the

Maxwell Perkins. By permission of University of Florida
Libraries.
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misspellings that he retained, which is both distracting and
unnecessary. There are only a half-dozen misspellings, and
they are obvious. (And, in fact, one or two do not have
sic inserted, leading the reader to wonder whether they are
the editor's error.) But usuallyTarr silently corrected misspellings, which "are not in any manner part of the fabric
of the letter. . .. Indeed, Rawlings's miscues were often
the result, as she freely admits, of alcohol or anger or both"
(xi). Alcohol was an issue for both Perkins and Rawlings.
I would love to know which letters were written when
she had drunk too much. Were they the short-tempered
letters about royalty rates? the depressed letters about lack
of progress? the funny letters about visitors and snakes?
Presented with an orthographic Breathalyzer, I would
have kept the misspellings. Again, though, this is a matter
of taste.
Max Perkins was known for his ability to keep his
authors productive and his almost uncanny talent for analyzing the problems (and seeing the possibilities) in a manuscript. His skills as counselor and cheerleader are evident
in this volume. He quickly learned how Rawlings worked
and provided the reassurance she needed. Rawlings had
great difficulty beginning her books. She typically discarded several false starts, despaired of getting things right,
and finally settled for getting something onto paper. Revising, rewriting, and editing were much easier for her and
went quickly.
Perkins's first job was to keep Rawlings at work. When
she reported throwing out a draft, he told her this was a
good omen, a sign that the book that eventually emerged
would be even better. His letters at such times were full
of comfort: "I can understand your feeling anxious because a good writer always does, and ought to" (133); "I
am sure you are simply going through the regular process of finding out the right way to do what you mean to
do and that you will find it" (466). If visitors or orange
harvesting interrupted her work, he wrote, "I rather think
that such interruptions as you describe, which are happy
ones, do not do harm to the writing, but good" (283).
When things were going well, that too was a good omen.
He offered no advice, only reassurance and encouragement. This Panglossian approach was just what Rawlings
needed.
As soon as she sent him a manuscript, however, everything changed. Perkins read whatever he was sent and
then told Rawlings exactly what he thought should be
done. Sometimes he suggested minor changes and sometimes a total overhaul. His advice was always accompanied by statements of certainty that Rawlings could handle
the changes, and she always responded with thanks, got
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to work, and did what he suggested. For example, he read
Rawlings's draft of a children's book and suggested that
she virtually start over again; all that was left of her book
was the basic core and main character. Yet her response,
which was typical of her, was cheerful: "I have just read
your good letter, and it gives exactly the sort of guidance
that I hoped for. I think you are absolutely right" (607).
The professional partnership between Perkins and
Rawlings worked flawlessly.
Business matters were sometimes more tense.
Rawlings had a literary agent, Carl Brandt, but he did not
represent her in her relationship with Scribners, where she
dealt directly with Perkins. On money matters, Rawlings
was less tractable. She asked for (and sometimes received)
higher royalty rates than originally offered, read her statements very carefully and pointed out even small discrepancies, and scrupulously collected reimbursements for
travel expenses. Money and bad reviews were the subjects most likely to make her irritable. She was not greedy
and in fact refused some lucrative magazine, lecture, and
advertising offers that might have degraded her work or
taken her away from her writing. She always asked
Perkins's advice on these matters, and he explained busi-

Perkins s handwritten postscript to a letter 0/28 January
1938. By permission o/University o/Florida Libraries.

ness and financial issues in detail. As a result, readers can
see clearly how publishers viewed book clubs, serial rights,
foreign rights, and movie rights in this period, and how
writers benefited from these arrangements.
Where this collection shines, though, is in the insight
it provides into social relations: class, gender, and race.
Rawlings was a well-educated middle-class Midwesterner
who had worked as a journalist. With her first husband,
she had bought a Florida orange grove where they lived
on their (precarious) income from the grove and from
their magazine writing. Her days were spent with their
black domestic servants and field hands and with the
neighboring "Crackers" (Rawlings's term) who lived by
small farming, hunting, fishing, and moonshining. Rawlings
based her novels and stories on these neighbors, with
whom she worked, hunted, and talked. They were good
friends, and there is no trace of condescension toward
them in her letters. Indeed, at one point she named the
source of one of her stories as a co-author (41-42). Perkins
knew these people only through Rawlings's stories (despite repeated invitations, Perkins never visited the orange
grove).
More complex are the attitudes toward race. Perkins

and Rawlings were both concerned about race relations
and supported black writers. But the letters remind us,
often painfully, of the distance between the 1930s and the
present. Rawlings once planned to write a novel featuring the marriage of a white slave trader and an "Mrican
princess." Perkins responded that the "practical question
you raise about miscegenation ... could be somewhat
reduced anyhow by making the woman partly white, an
octoroon, or something like that" (394). In his next letter
he amended this because of having "used a very wrong
word .... What I meant to say was that the woman ...
might be a mulatto, which I believe may mean only a small
degree of whiteness but doesn't arouse the same animosity
as no whiteness at all. I think an octoroon is only oneeighth negro. Or is it only one-eighth white? That would
be all right" (395). Aside from the fact that his suggestion
would make a hash of the novel (how many mulatto
African princesses do you suppose there were?), it shows
the extent to which a man of good will and liberal tendencies simply accepted contemporary racial prejudices.
Rawlings's attitudes toward black people were more
complex and more interesting. Shortly before Perkins
died, Rawlings sent him the first draft of a story about a
young black girl that was eventually published as The Secret River. Perkins commented that the girl's speech lacked
"the negro rhythm of speech and phrasing" (606).
Rawlings's response was eloquent:
I did not use any trace of Negro dialect for two
reasons. I wanted to give a complete dignity to
all the Negroes in the story, with no "Uncle
Remus" or "Little Black Sambo" sort of stuff,
with its humorous, often depreciatory effect.
Calpurnia is only accidentally a little colored girl.
The educated Negroes even down here talk just
like anyone else. I feel so strongly about the socalled Negro "problem," and giving them selfrespect, thinking of them and seeing them as
human beings, with the color of the skin as incidental as it is with blonde Swedes and dark Italians, seems to me a most important thing. I
deplore in the same breath the "comic" treatment
of the Negro, and the unreasonable martyrdom,
with emphasis on their tragedy of color and race,
that is being assigned to them in a great spate of
current books. (608)

Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. By permission of University of
Florida Libraries.

Yet a few years earlier, she had written the following
passage about black writer Zora Heale Hurston:
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When I wrote Zora Neale Hurston, thanking her
for her letter, I happened to mention that my
wonderful maid Idella, whom she knew, had
"gone Harlem" and I was in difficulties, as I
needed all my energy for a book I was beginning. She wrote back that she was working on a
book of her own, but if I got too desperate and
found myself losing my stride, she would drop
her own writing and come and keep me comfortable until I finished my book. That seems a
truly big thing to me. Usually the first thing a
Negro does who advances in the world, is to put
anything "menial" behind him. It shows a great
character in
her, I think.
(553)

This paragraph
may mean many
things, depending
on the relationship
between the two
women. The note
states merely that
they were friends.
Knowing the length
and depth of that
friendship would
tell us whether, for
example, Hurston's
offer might have
been tongue-incheek or whether
they were so close
that the offer was
made seriously between
equals
(though it is hard

inviting comment on her first husband's opinions, frank
about her divorce, and eager to share her pleasure in her
second marriage. She was as ardent in her letters as Perkins
was reserved. And-until her remarriage-she seemed nearly
to terrify Perkins. His criticism, praise, and suggestions for
her writing were always straightforward, but on personal
matters his letters almost winced. When Rawlings married Norton Baskin, Perkins's letters (and probably the
man himself) relaxed noticeably.
From even these few excerpts, it is easy to see how
appealing and readable these letters are, and their presentation makes it clear that the editor and publisher anticipated a large audience. This created no problems in matters
of selection and
transcription, but
providing annotation that will satisfy
everyone from
publishing scholars
to Yearling fans is
more difficult. If
this edition has a
weakness, it is
here.
The
inclusivity and
length of the book
require that the
notes be minimal;
there are perhaps
five hundred in the
whole volume.
Tarr apparently assumed that most
readers would
know
almost
nothing about litPerkins's note to Rawlings on the occasion other marriage [29 October 1941].
erary history. The
By permission o/University o/Florida Libraries.
letters are full of

to imagine Rawlings making the same offer to Hurston).
Some of the most valuable material in this edition lies
between the lines, suggesting the difficulties of friendship
between men and women. Perkins was always somewhat
formal in his relationships with authors and seldom revealed much about himself. His letters to Rawlings,
though, have a nervousness, an unease, that his letters to
Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and other men do not have. At
the beginning of the correspondence, Rawlings was unhappily married. In the course ofit she was divorced and,
a few years later, married for a second time. Unlike
Perkins, she was open about her personal life, sometimes
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references to well-known literary figures for whom Tarr
provided standard dictionary-style biographical notes.
These include Gertrude Stein (262), Marcel Proust (257),
and John Galsworthy (48, 162). Titles as well known as
Huckleberry Finn and Treasure Island are also given minimal identifications (75). When Perkins wrote that Thornton
Wilder "is a true scholar ... like Erasmus," a note follows: "Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536), Dutch philosopher" (456). Tarr also provided locations for the Johns
Hopkins Hospital and the Mayo Clinic (358). I would
have preferred to see the limited space used to provide
information more specific to the edition, or harder to find.

In many cases, the letter itself provides as much information as the note. For example, Perkins wrote, "We
would present the book to English publishers through an
agent there, generally Curtis Brown," and the note reads
"Curtis Brown, Ltd., London literary agents." These, I
think, irritate any reader.
At the same time, the letters contain material that
would be easier to understand ifTarr had provided brief
notes. In 1938, for example, Rawlings made an unkind,
condescending remark about Perkins's wife, Louise, and
offered unsolicited marital advice. Perkins responded
rather coldly, and Rawlings apologized for her "impertinence" (347-49). This exchange becomes considerably less
opaque if you know about Louise's enthusiastic recent
conversion to Catholicism, yet no note offers this information.
There are places in Max & Marjorie where I badly
wanted information that presumably Tarr could find more
readily than I. Yet, depth of annotation remains an issue
that documentary editors can argue about well into the
night. When an edition is meant to serve a variety of readers, the questions are particularly hard to resolve.

Note
1. F. Scott Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dear Max: The FitzgeraldPerkins Correspondence, ed. John Kuehl and Jackson R Bryer (New
York, Scribners, 1971); Ernest Hemingway and Maxwell E. Perkins,
The Only Thing That Counts: The Ernest Hemingway/Maxwell Perkins
Correspondence, 1927-1947. ed. Matthew J. Broccoli (New York,
Scribners, 1996). Perkins's correspondence with Ring Lardner is
published in Ring Around Max, edited by Clifford M. Caruthers
(DeKalb: Northern Illinois Universiry Press, 1973). See also the
excellent biography of Perkins by A. Scott Berg, Max Perkins: Editor
of Genius (New York: E. P. Durton, 1978), and the sdected edition
Editor to Author: The Letters ofMaxwell E. Perkins, edited by John Hall
Whedock (New York: Scribners, 1950).
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managed to publish an average of one volume every two
years, most of the time with only two full-time professionals on staff. Exclusion of Chase's journals (a unique,
annotation-rich volume that totals 789 pages) from calculations lowers that rate to one volume every year and a
quarter. The Chase Papers' performance record, combined with consistently favorable reviews, goes far to explain levels of monetary support that, although uneven
at times, sustained the project without interruption
throughout its existence. The Chase Papers' annotation
system should be considered a success.
Much has changed since development of that system
in 1988. Editors have access to faster, more powerful computers, as well as software with sophistication and capabilities that outpace those of the aged software package
used at the Chase Papers. Despite these developments,
however, the project's experience suggests enduring lessons, especially for those willing to refine, elaborate, and
innovate. Not only does annotation control promise to
help editors focus on tasks that they, as professionals, do
best, integration of computer technology offers the
added possibility of accelerated production without sacrifices in quality. Most important, however, is evidence
from a managerial perspective suggesting that computerized annotation control can affect survivability.
Logic and experience suggest that conditions responsible for the Chase Papers' system will not disappear soon.
In short, there is little evidence that funding will suddenly
stabilize. Nor is the end in sight for a workforce oflowpaid editors often essentially migratory in nature, especiallyat newer and smaller projects that lack visibility and
firm financial foundations. For editing projects that operate on shoestring budgets, sound management will most
likely remain crucial for years. Annotation control may
lack glamour and glitter compared to other, cutting-edge
issues in documentary editing. But, as editors at the Chase
Papers learned, integration of strategy and technology can
help projects stay on schedule, maintain cordial relations

Notes
1.The project concluded in August 1998 with completion of
the fifth offivevolumes: John Niven et al.,'eds., TheSalmonP. Chase
Papers, 5 vols. (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1993-98).
The author gratefully acknowledges assistance from Cathy
Moran Hajo, who graciously shared an unpublished study of hers
regarding computer usage on documentary editing projects, and Rose
Nell Brandt, who drew Figure 1. He also appreciates the willingness
of Frank Grizzard Jr., Ms. Hajo, and James P. McClure to read an
earlier version of this article and offer a variety of useful suggestions.
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Recent Editions
COMPILED BY MARK A. MASTROMARINO
This quarterly feature provides an annotated bibliography of current documentary editions published on subjects in the fields of American and
British history, literature, and culture. It is generally restricted to first editions of English-language works edited from manuscript. To have
publications included in future lists, please send full bibliographic citations to Mark A. Mastromarino, 3696 Green Creek Road, Schuyler, VA
22969; Fax (804) 831-2892; E-mail: mamastro@juno.com

ARNOLD, MATTHEW. The Letters ofMatthew Arnold.
Volume IV. 1871-1878. Edited by Cecil Lang.
Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia,
2000. 544 pp. $60. ISBN 0-8139-1896-0. Arnold's (18221888) outgoing correspondence in this fourth of a projected six volumes shows the English poet and social critic
working on his books Literature and Dogma, God and the

Bible, Last Essays on Church and Religion, Friendship's Garland,
Mixed Essays, and Poems ofWordsworth. Also chronicled are
the many personal tragedies Arnold suffered in the 1870s
(including the loss of his son, brother, mother, and
mother-in-law), as well as his travels in France, Switzerland, and Italy.
BATTLE, CULLEN ANDREWS. Third Alabama! The

Civil War Memoir ofBrigadier General CullenAndrews Battle,
CSA. Edited by Brandon H. Beck. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1999. 216 pp. $29.95. ISBN 08173-1001-0. This annotated edition traces the action of
the Third Alabama Regiment, one of the first regiments
from the Deep South to make the journey to Virginia in
1861, and the first Confederate infantry troops to cross
the Potomac into Maryland and to enter the streets of
Gettysburg. Battle brings his training as a journalist and
lawyer to his memoir, providing eyewitness accounts of
some of the war's bloodiest fights and assessing mistakes
made by the Confederates. An editorial introduction provides biographical information on Battle and his colleagues.
In addition, six maps help the reader site the movements
of the regiment.
BIERCE, AMBROSE. The Collected Fables ofAmbrose Bierce.
Edited by S. T. Joshi. Columbus: Ohio State University
Press, 2000.413 pp. $65. ISBN 0-8142-0842-8. This volume collects for the first time the 850 fables that Bierce
(1842-1914) published over his forty-year career as a
writer and journalist. Distinguished for biting wit and
cynical reflection, the fables not only testify to Bierce's
hatred of "hypocrisy, cant, and all sham," but also pro44
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vide a window into late nineteenth-century American society. The editor provides commentary explaining historical and literary references.
BIRKHEAD, GEORGE. Newsletters from the
Archpresbyterate of George Birkhead. Edited by M. C.
Questier. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000. 321 pp. $64.95. ISBN 0-521-65260X. This extensively annotated volume contains a series of
previously unpublished newsletters written by Catholic
priests that shed light on English Catholic factionalism,
the conflict between Catholics and the State, and the possibility of obtaining some form of toleration. They also
provide Catholic glosses on the Jacobean Court, foreign
policy, and controversies within the Church of England.
BROWNING, ROBERT. The Complete WOrks ofRobert
Browning. Volume X: With Wlriant Reading,r andAnnotations.
Edited by Allan C. Dooley and Susan E. Dooley. Athens:
Ohio University Press, 1999.289 pp. $65. ISBN 0-82141300-7. Part of a seventeen-volume edition comprising
annotated texts of all of Robert Browning's known writing, this volume consists of a critical edition of two long
poems published in 1871: Balaustion's Adventure, which
creates a charming and brave narrator who vividly recalls
a performance of Euripides's Alcestir, and Prince HohenstielSchwangau, Saviour ofSociety. a dramatic monologue concerning the career of Napoleon III.
CAMPBELL,JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. The Union Must
Stand: The Civil War Diary ofJohn Quincy Adams Campbell,
Fifth Iowa Volunteer Infantry. Edited by Mark Grimsley and
Todd D. Miller. Knoxville: University ofTennessee Press,
2000.296 pp. $38. ISBN 1-57233-069-4. A newspaperman before the Civil War, Campbell was a politically aware
Union soldier with strong moral and abolitionist beliefs.
In detailing his military experience, he recorded not only
his own reflections on wartime matters but also those of
his comrades and Black and White Southerners whom he

met from 1861 to 1864 on battlefields at Corinth,
Vicksburg, Chattanooga, and elsewhere. An editorial introduction provides background information and historiographical context, and an appendix reproduces fifteen
letters Campbell wrote to his hometown newspaper.
CARLYLE, THOMAS and JANE WELSH CARLYLE.
The Collected Letters ofThomas andjane Welsh Carlyle. Volume XXVII: 1852. Edited by Clyde de Ryals and Kenneth J. Fielding. Durham, N.C., and London: Duke
University Press, 1999.350 pp. $60. The letters printed
and calendared in this volume were written by the British
essayist, lecturer, and historian (1795-1881) and his wife
(1801-1866) to each other as well as to such correspondents as Robert Browning, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and
John Ruskin. The documents illuminate the couple's relationship as well as the literary milieu of mid-nineteenthcentury Britain.
DARWIN, CHARLES. The Correspondence ofCharles Darwin. Volume XI: 1863. Edited by Frederick Burkhardt,
Duncan Porter, Sheila Ann Dean, Jonathan R. Topham,
and Sarah Wilmot. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000. 1,086 pp. $85. ISBN 0-52159033-7. This volume chronicles a year of scientific
controversy over Darwin's transmutation theory and illustrates Darwin's love of botany and his expanding experimental program. The letters, many not previously
published, also provide glimpses of life among the Victorian gentry, and reveal the support Darwin received
from his family. Nine appendixes provide additional information from the Darwin Archive and from nineteenthcentury publications. Other editorial apparatus includes a
list ofletters, an introduction, a list of provenances, a note
on editorial policy, Darwin genealogy, manuscript alterations and comments, a biographical register and index
to correspondents, a bibliography, illustrations, notes on
manuscript sources, and an index.
DICKENS, CHARLES. The Letters ofCharles Dickens: The
Pilgrim Edition. Volume XI: 1865-1867. Edited by Graham Storey, Margaret Brown, and Kathleen Tillotson.
New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.
600 pp. $120. ISBN 0-1981-2295-0. This volume presents
1,158 letters, many previously unpublished, that Dickens
wrote while completing the monthly parts of Our Mutual
Friend. The letters offer insights into the author's personality, creative powers, friendships, and family relationships,
and provide information on the railway crash at
Staplehurst, Kent, in June 1865, in which Dickens helped

the injured. Editorial apparatus includes a preface, biographical table, four appendixes, and an index.
GREENE, ROBERT, ROBERT DARBORNE, and
PHILIP MASSINGER. Three Turk Plays from Early Modern England: Selimus, Emperor of the Turks; A Christian
Turned Turk; and The Renegado. Edited by Daniel J.
Vitkus. New York: Columbia University Press, 2000. 358
pp. $49.50 (cloth), ISBN 0-2311-1028-6; $19.50 (paper),
ISBN 0-2311-1029-4. This annotated, modern-spelling
edition makes easily accessible three important early modern "Turk" plays--Robert Greene's Selimus, Emperor of
the Turks (1594); Robert Daborne'sA Christian Turned Turk
(1612); and Philip Massinger's The Renegado (1623)-which
collectively portray the seventeenth-century English view
of the great Islamic "Other." Daniel Vitkus's clear and
thoughtful introduction sets the plays in historical and
cultural context.
HAY, JAMES, VISCOUNT DONCASTER. The Essex
House Masque of1621: Viscount Doncaster and the jacobean
Masque. Edited by Timothy Raylor. Pittsburgh: Duquesne
University Press, 2000. 224 pp. $58. ISBN 0-8207-03109. This volume presents a fully annotated text of a newly
discovered manuscript of a masque performed at the
London home of James Hay, Viscount Doncaster, for
King James I, the court, and a visiting French ambassador, in 1621 on the eve of the Thirty Years War. The editor
also provides in introductory essays a full discussion of
the play's staging, probable authorship, literary and theatrical contexts, and political significance. Editorial apparatus also includes a bibliography, index, and twenty-four
illustrations.
HUGHES, LANGSTON. The Political Plays ofLangston
Hughes. Edited by Susan Duffy. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2000.240 pp. $39.95 (cloth), ISBN
0-8093-2295-1; $16.95 (paper), ISBN 0-8093-2296-X.
Better known as a poet of the Harlem Renaissance,
Langston Hughes also wrote or co-scripted sixty-three
plays, only five of which have been published (in 1963).
The four political dramas published here, for the first
time-Scottsboro Limited, Harvest (also known as Blood on
the Fields), Angelo Herndon jones, and De Organizer-are
Hughes's most poignant and poetic, dramatizing the social history of the Mrican American experience, especially
in the context of the labor movements of the 1930s. The
editor's introduction discusses the Left in the 1930s and
provides a detailed analysis of each play.
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JACKSON, JAMES. The Memoir ofJames Jackson, the At-

tentive and Obedient Scholar, Who Died in Boston, October 31,
1833, Aged Six Years and Eleven Months, by Susan Paul. Edited by Lois Brown. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 2000. 192 pp. $35 (cloth), ISBN 0-674-00092-7;
$14 (paper), ISBN 0-674-00237-7. This memoir of a
young African American student as set down in 1835 by
his African American teacher as an example to other children and adults is the first African American biography,
predating Harriet Jacobs's Incidents in the Lifo ofa Slave Girl
by almost thirty years. Paul's portrayal ofJackson's Christian sensibility, idealism, and racial awareness emphasizes
his humanity and exemplary American character over his
racial identity, even as it embeds him in his African American community.
JUXON, THOMAS. TheJournalofThomasJuxon, 16441647. Edited by Keith Lindley and David Scott. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000.
224 pp. $64.95. ISBN 0-521-65259-6. This modern and
accessible edition of a manuscript journal kept by a London Puritan who produced and traded in sugar. Juxon's
journal sheds fresh light on the latter stages of the English Civil War, including the creation of the New Model
Army, failed attempts to reach a settlement with the king,
an abortive "counter-revolution" in 1647, and the army's
resultant march on London. The text is supported by a
substantial introduction and full scholarly apparatus, including various appendices.
KINGSLEY, ZEPHANIAH. Balancing EvilsJudiciously: The
Proslavery Writing.r ofZephaniah King.rley. Edited by Daniel
W. Stowell. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000.
160 pp. $49.95. ISBN 0-8130-1733-5. This is the first
volume to collect all the pro-slavery writings of
Zephaniah Kingsley (1765-1843), a slave trader and large
plantation owner near Jacksonville who married one of
his slaves, had children with several others, and eventually
emancipated them and their mothers. Alarmed at the
deteriorating status of free blacks in Florida Territory after
1821, he wrote ''A Treatise on the Patriarchal System of
Society," which called for a three-caste society separating
race and class by the creation of a buffer caste of free
people of color who would be united with Whites by
economic interests. The treatise simultaneously upheld the
legitimacy and necessity of slavery yet assaulted the
premise of Black inferiority. The editor traces differences
in four versions of the text and provides other extensively
annotated documents to show how Kingsley's interracial
family and his experiences in other slaveholding societies
46
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influenced his thinking on race, class, and slavery. Other
editorial apparatus includes a map, photographs, and
appendix.
MADISON, JAMES. The Papers ofJames Madison, PresidentialSeries. Volume N: 5 November 1811-9July 1812:
With a Supplement 5 March 1809-19 October 1811. Edited
by J. c. A. Stagg, Jeanne Kerr Cross, Jewel L. Spangler,
Ellen J. Barber, Martha J. King, Anne Mandeville Colony,
and Susan Holbrook Perdue. Charlottesville and London:
University Press of Virginia, 1999.720 pp. $65. ISBN 08139-1859-6. The volume corresponds with the duration
of the first session of the Twelfth Congress and documents events and decisions in the second half of James
Madison's first presidential administration, when he was
chiefly concerned with preparing for and launching a war
against Great Britain. The editors include a supplement
of forty-five items of newly discovered material from
March 1809 to October 1811.

MARSHALL, JOHN. The Papers ofJohn MarshaU. Volume
X: Correspondence, Papers, and SelectedJudicial Opinions, January 1824-ApriI1827. Edited by Charles F. Hobson, Susan Holbrook Perdue, and Robert W. Smith. Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press for the Omohundro
Institute of Early American History and Culture, 2000.
491 pp. $60. ISBN 0-8078-2520-4. In addition to the six
constitutional decisions made by U.S. Supreme Court
ChiefJustice John Marshall between 1824 and 1827, which
are printed in full in this volume, appear 54 other decisions he issued during the last year of James Monroe's
presidency and the first two of John Quincy Adams's,
which are calendared. The volume's other 173 documents
consist mostly of outgoing correspondence and judicial
papers (including Marshall's circuit court opinions), as well
as speeches, interviews, legal pleadings, and Marshall's
preface to his History ofthe Colonies (1824). The letters deal
with court business, the appointment of a clerk, the revision of Marshall's biography of George Washington, family matters, and the passing generation's view of the
Revolutionary War. The editors also provide illustrations,
appendixes, a preface, statement of the plan and editorial policy, Marshall chronology, and analytical index.
MILLER, TIRZAH. Desire and Duty at Oneida: Tirzah
Miller's Intimate Memoir. Edited by Robert S. Fogarty.
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000. 208 pp.
$27.95. ISBN 0-253-33693-7. This insider's account of
the social and sexual life at the Oneida Community was
written between 1867 and 1879 by the most prominent

woman of its younger generation. Miller's memoir of her
twentieth to thirty-sixth years chronicles her relations with
her uncle and lover, founder of the colony John H. Noyes,
and her participation in the eugenics experiment Noyes
dubbed "stirpiculture." She also details the shifting political forces within the communal family just before its
breakup in 1880, recording intimate conversations with
Noyes about issues and personalities, her love affairs, her
doubts about communism, her love of music, and her
anguish over the loss of two partners.
MUGGLETON, LODOWICK. The Acts ofthe Witnesses:

The Autobiography ofLodowick Muggleton and Other Early
Muggletonian Writings. Edited byT. L. Underwood. New
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000. 272
pp. $49.95. ISBN 0-1951-2074-4. This volume draws on
a recently discovered archive of writings produced by the
Muggletonians-a radical English Protestant sect founded
in 1652 by John Reeve and Lodowick Muggleton, who
claimed they were the "last witnesses" named in the Book
of Revelation. The documents consist of Muggleton's
autobiography, excerpts from rare seventeenth-century
tracts, letters, songs (including those composed to celebrate
Muggleton's release from prison), and other miscellany.
PEALE, CHARLES WILLSON. The Selected Papers of
Charles Willson Peale and His Family. Volume V: The Autobiography of Charles Willson Peale. Edited by Sidney Hart,
David C. Ward, and Lillian B. Miller. New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2000. 557 pp. $75. ISBN
0-300-07547-2. A worthy tribute to the late Lillian Miller,
this volume in an edition sponsored by the National Portrait Gallery carefully presents the previously unpublished
autobiography drafted in 1825-1826 by Peale (17411827), the Revolutionary generation's preeminent portraitist and founder of America's first museum. Editorial
contributions include helpful annotations, informative
editorial notes, fourteen color and seven dozen black-andwhite plates, and a detailed analytical index.
SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE. The Complete Poetry ofPercy
Bysshe Shelley. Volume I. Edited by Donald H. Reiman and
Neil Fraistat. Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000. 544 pp. $75. ISBN 0-8018-6119-5.
This new edition makes available for the first time critically edited clear texts of all the poems and translations
that Shelley published or circulated among friends, as well
as diplomatic texts of his significant incomplete poetic
drafts and fragments. Edited upon historical principles,
its volumes will offer more poems and fragments than

any previous collective edition, arranged in the order of
their first circulation. These texts are followed by extensive collations and detailed commentaries describing their
contextual origins and subsequent reception. Volume I
presents Shelley's first four works containing poetry (all
prepared for publication before his expulsion from Oxford), as well as "The Devil's Walk" (circulated in August
1812), and a series of short poems that he sent to friends
between 1809 and 1814. Appendixes discuss Shelley's
Latin school exercises, prose works treated as poems, lost
works, and poems erroneously attributed; the editors also
provide indexes of titles and of first lines.
SHERMAN, FRANCIS T. Questfora Star: The Civil War
Letters ant/..Diaries ofColonel Francis T. Sherman ofthe 88th
Illinois. Edited by C. Knight Aldrich. Knoxville: UniversityofTennessee Press, 2000. 240 pp. $34. ISBN 1-57233064-3. An ambitious and capable officer, Francis
Trowbridge Sherman, son of Chicago's wartime mayor,
recorded his Civil War experiences in diaries and letters
home, both published for the first time in this volume.
Commanding a brigade for much of his early service,
Sherman saw action at Perryville, Stones River, Missionary Ridge, and elsewhere, was captured near Atlanta, endured three months in a Confederate prison, and later
served under General Philip Sheridan in the Appomattox
campaign. In letters to his father, Sherman criticized his
superiors, chastised the senior Sherman for his associations with the Peace Democrats, and complained about
his failure to advance in rank. The annotations of the
editor, a professor emeritus and psychiatrist by training,
place the writings of his great-grandfather in historical
perspective and speculate about the inner conflicts that
may have fueled Sherman's ambitions and beliefs.
SOUTHWEST. Empire o/Sand: The Seri Indians and the
Struggle for Spanish Sonora, 1645-1803. Edited by Thomas
E. Sheridan. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1999.
600 pp. $65. ISBN 0-8165-1858-0. This latest volume in
the Documentary Relations of the Southwest series presents Spanish attempts to convert, control, and ultimately
annihilate the Seris, hostile independent groups of huntergatherers who lived on the desert shores of Sonora and
on the islands of the Gulf of California. The official
religious, military, and government records, most of them
not previously published, document Native American
resilience in the face of numerous Spanish attempts to
conquer them and remove them from their lands. An
editorial introduction puts the documents in perspective,
and notes clarifY their significance.
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TAYLOR, GRANT, and MALINDA. This Cruel War: The
Civil War Letters ofGrant and Malinda Taylor, 1862-1865.
Edited by Ann K. Blomquist and Robert A. Taylor. Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 2000.372 pp. $32.95.
ISBN 0-86554-654-1. Private Grant Taylor of the 40th
Alabama Infantry Regiment and his wife Malinda exchanged some 160 letters during his three years of active
military service, and this previously unpublished correspondence documents the impact of the American Civil
War on one rural Alabama family. In addition to an introduction, epilogue, bibliography, index, and annotations,
the editors also provide maps and illustrations.
TERAN, MANUEL DE MIER Y. Texas by Terdn: The
Diary Kept by General Manuel de Mier y Terdn on His 1828
Inspection of Texas. Edited by Jack Jackson. Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000. 272 pp. $40 (cloth), ISBN
0-292-78168-7; $19.95 (paper), ISBN 0-292-75235-0.
This translation of a previously unpublished journal of
major local historical significance is exactly the kind of
primary source that state university presses should be
publishing. Teran led an expedition sponsored by Mexico's
Boundary Commission to mark points along the border
of the United States, evaluate the security of the frontier,
and assess the political situation in Texas in 1828, and his
diary is the most perceptive account of Texan people,
politics, natural resources, and future prospects during its
critical era. This volume contains the full text of Teran's
diary (translated into English by John Wheat), edited and
annotated by Jack Jackson (with botanical notes by
Scooter Cheatham and Lynn Marshall). An introduction
and epilogue place the diary in historical context.
VAN DYKE, RACHEL. To ReadMy Heart: The Journal of
Rachell-'lln Dyke, 1810-1811. Edited by Lucia McMahon
and Deborah Schriver. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000. 440 pp. $59.95. ISBN 0-8122-35495. This previously unpublished journal offers insights into
the life and mind of a seventeen-year-old New Brunswick,
N.J., woman and provides a window into the cultural and
social landscape of the period. The entries reveal Rachel's
views on social customs, marriage, gender roles, friendship, and religion. Rachel and her teacher and romantic
interest, Ebenezer Grosvenor, sometimes exchanged journals, and he occasionally added marginalia, which are also
printed.
WASHINGTON, GEORGE. The Papers ofGeorge Washington, Revolutionary War Series. VolumeX:June-August 1777.
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Edited by Frank E. Grizzard, Jr. Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia, 2000. 750 pp. $67.50.
ISBN 0-8139-1901-0. The papers of General Washington and his correspondents created in the three months
covered by this volume concern the commander in chief's
efforts to predict the moves of the British Army under
General William Howe, Washington's relations with the
civilian authority, and his leadership over the Continental
Army, which includes many examples of the typical tedium of any military bureaucracy.
WEST, REBECCA. SelectedLettersofRebecca west. Edited
by Bonnie Kime Scott. New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 2000. 544 pp. $35. ISBN 0-300-079044. The 200 letters in this first-ever published collection of
the spirited twentieth-century British author, critic, and
journalist's outgoing correspondence have been culled
from the estimated ten thousand she wrote during her long
life. The selected letters follow West from her first feminist campaign for women's suffrage as a teenager through
her reassessments of the twentieth century written in 1982,
in her ninetieth year, and include correspondence with
West's famous lover H. G. Wells as well as with George
Bernard Shaw, Virginia Woolf, Emma Goldman, Noel
Coward, and many other famous contemporaries.

NEH Announces Awards
In April 2000, the National Endowment for the
Humanities announced its awards for collaborative
research, including the following grants to editing
projects:
The Annotated Edition of the Payne-Butrick
Manuscripts on the Cherokee; Papers ofJohn Jay: An
Image Database; Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted;
Papers of the War Department; Eisenhower Papers;
Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony; Documentary History of the Ratification of
the Constitution; Selected Papers of Margaret Sanger;
Salem Witchcraft Papers; John Dewey Correspondence; Richard Rufus of Cornwall project; Walt
Whitman Hypertext Archive; Letters of Charles W.
Chesnutt; and the Correspondence of Charles
Chauncey, Edward Bliss, Ralph Waldo, and William
Emerson.
A complete list of awards is available at
www.neh.gov/grants/awards/
collaborative2000.html.

Preview of the ADE Annual Meeting
Berkeley, 5-7 October 2000
The annual meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing will feature a variety of sessions reflecting the
diverse interests of the membership, with the accent on things Californian. To date, the following sessions have
been set:

Editing the Private Papers of California Writers
Robert DeMott (Ohio University) on John Steinbeck
John Clendenning (California State University, Northridge, on Josiah Royce
James Karman (California State University, Chico) on Robinson and Una Jeffers

Documentary Scholarship in the Bay Area
Clayborne Carson (Stanford University) on Martin Luther King, Jr.
Anthony Bliss (The Bancroft Library) on the Bancroft Library's Papyrus Collection
Robert Hirst (University of California, Berkeley) on Mark Twain

The Far Northern Frontier Revisited: Research on the Spanish Colonial Borderlands
Diana Hadley (University of Arizona), chair

Recent Developments in the Fashioning of Electronic Databases
Carol DeBoer-Langworthy (Brown University) on a facsimile version of The New Age (1907-1922)
Kenneth M. Price (College of William and Mary) on the Walt WhitmariArchive
Martin Foys (Florida State University) on the Bayeux Tapestry

Documentary Texts in the Digital Age: How to Use a Comprehensive Electronic Edition
for Fun, Profit, and Survival
Joel Myerson (University of South Carolina) and Ronald A. Bosco (SUNY at Albany) on the
Emerson brothers' correspondence
Elizabeth H. Dow (University of Vermont) on intellectual access and full-text documents
David R. Chesnutt (University of South Carolina) on "Dollars versus Sense in Documentary Editions"

The Book, the Byte, and the Bread
A forum to frame the questions facing documentary scholarship; participants to be announced

Archival Research and New Perspectives on Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Mary E. Wilkins
Freeman, and Edith Wharton
Presentation at "The Breakfast," Friday morning, Alfred Bendixen (California State University, Los Angeles)

